
HOLI : THE
FESTIVAL OF
COLOURS

TEAM BUILDING
SOLUTIONS

PRESENTS



HOW DO WE DO IT?

We engage your employees
virtually on the day of colours

with various enthusiastic
programs  to keep them

entertained throughout the
day!



The Festival of Holi colours the Body, Mind

and Soul! How about we get together and

compete with the festival’s spirit to come out

winner as a team, with flying colours!

How: Participants will be divided in teams. This

game will be challenging your Body, Mind and

Sole (not soul) as these include physical,

mental and running challenges. . Let’s see

which Team explores India the best!

Holi Bombs
ACTIVITY 01

Duration: 60-90 Mins



ACTIVITY 02

How: We will choreograph a full dance
routine for you on Holi/Fun songs with your
office buddies so you can set the floor on
fire and make everyone else jealous. Who
would have thought you would be ready for
this!

Holi Dance
Challenge 
What is a Holi without a Rang Barse…
Dance? Get ready for the Colour party

Duration: 45-60 Mins



ACTIVITY 03

This is a movie making challenge that gets

every single team member in the team

engaged and contributing

How: The teams are challenged to produce

their own unique versions of some fun filled

movies with a mandatory Holi ka Tadka! 

Holi Filmi
Challenge 

Duration: Minimum 90 minutes (Might need 2

sessions)



ACTIVITY 04

The drinks of the Gods beckons you... Dip

into a rich experience at home that is as

much a life learning too! Team members turn

Mixologists for the Holi day! 

How: Learn about the history of a few

cocktails/ mocktails before making them

yourselves! Earn more points through

challenges.

The Elixir
Challenge

Duration: 45-60 Mins



ACTIVITY 05

All of us have always celebrated Holi with

just colours, food, and family. How about this

time we tell you the significance of Holi? That

too through an immersive Escape Room

format?

How: Get all your employees, colleagues,

and even their families to play this super fun

Escape Room series that revolves around you

being Prahlad and the Chronicles of Holi. 

Prahlad & The
Chronicles of Holi

Duration: 75 Mins



Ring in for a chat!
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Phone Number

+91 91674 99291/2/3/4

Email Address

contact@micekart.com


